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Michael S. Cosgrove

UNRAVELING A
GENETIC MYSTERY

BIOLOGY PROFESSOR MICHAELS. COSGROVE
G'93, G'981ikes to tinker in places where not much
tinkering goes on: deep inside the nuclei of cells,
where the keys to evolution are cloaked within
our DNA. With the human genome sequence
firmly established, Cosgrove is immersed in the
extremely competitive field of epigenetics, exploring how we inherit information independent of
our DNA sequence-what triggers cell differentiation and the expression of genes, or what might
cause defective genes that lead to cancers and
other diseases. "I'm really interested in how proteins work inside of cells and what that means for
evolutionary development," he says. "We're trying
to understand how the genome is regulated."
For Cosgrove, that understanding requires
focus on a group of proteins known as histones .
Among the most conserved proteins in all of life, histones span
billions of years of evolution and are found in all eukaryotic
organisms . Their job: packaging DNA into a cell nucleus, which
is no small feat. With a continuous strand of DNA stretching
to about six feet in length, it's like stuffing a 10,000-mile-long
piece of spaghetti into a basketball without tangling or breaking,
he explains. Like many scientists, Cosgrove believes modifying
histone proteins through enzymatic reactions can alter the way
DNA is packaged into nuclei, which determines the genes that
are turned on and off in cells . Modifying the activities of these
enzymes provides researchers with a means to reprogram cells.
Last fall , after three years of study, Cosgrove and his research
team devised a way to chemically alter a molecular switch of the
mixed lineage leukemia (MLL) protein that helps regulate the production of white blood cells. (Leukemia is caused by an abnormal
increase in white blood cells.) The discovery landed Cosgrove's
research on the cover of the Journal of Biological Chemistry, garnering worldwide media attention and helping Cosgrove secure
a $720,000 research grant from the American Cancer Society.
"This has the potential to provide new treatments and therapies
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for a lot of different types of cancer," he says . " It gives us the ability to treat them with drugs that could potentially reverse what's
happened in a cancer cell. Instead of killing cancer cells, we think
we can reprogram them back into normal cells by manipulating
the activities of these enzymes that maintain DNA packaging."
Cosgrove and his team are now at work on designing a drug to
treat forms of leukemia associated with an overactive MLL protein. They use computer modeling to visualize how a drug might
be constructed to fit the protein's structure-the right piece in a
complex puzzle. "We've developed a system to understand how
this protein works," he says. "Now we're looking to create small
molecule drugs that go into the cell, bind to proteins, and change
their activities."
Cosgrove reached this point through a cumulative effect of
interdisciplinary exploration. After earning a bachelor's degree
in mathematics from SUNY Cortland, the Elmira Heights, New
York, native acted on a newfound desire to study the biological
sciences, enrolling in the nutrition science master's degree program at Syracuse. An interest in enzymes and courses in developmental biology and biochemistry inspired Cosgrove to pursue
Photos © 2009 The Post-Standa rd. All rights reserved. Used wit h permission of The Post-Standard.
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Professor Michael S. Cosgrove
(facing page) displays a computer
model of the leukemia protein. Above,
a three-dimensional model shows how
two proteins from the mi xed lineage
leukemia complex interact A different
view of the complex is shown below.
At left, Cosgrove works with researchers Anamika Patel (center) and Valarie
Vought in his lab in the Life
Sciences Complex.

a Ph .D. in biology at SU. He studied the atomic structure of proteins during a semester-long fellowship at Oxford University and
then held postdoctoral fellowship positions at Cornell and Johns
Hopkins universities before joining the Syracuse faculty in 2005.
Incidentally, he now teaches that biochemistry course once
taught by his mentor, professor emeritus Richard Levy.
In his third-floor lab in the Life Sciences Complex with postdoctoral researcher Anamika Patel, lab manager Valarie Vought,
and graduate student Venkat Dharmarajan, Cosgrove appears in
his element amid the sophisticated machinery, seamlessly mixing
talk of molecular modeling and the beauty of Central New York,
a lifelong interest in SU sports, and his family. His wife, Karen
Fernandez-Cosgrave G'93, G'97, G'08, earned a doctorate from
the marriage · and family therapy department; his two children
are busy with school and music lessons; and there's a "thirdgeneration post-doc" vehicle in the driveway that demands some
tinkering. Time willing, he'll get to it-because his fascination with
figuring out how things work may be what led him to the lab. "To
me, Syracuse is the perfect environment," he says, "so it's important for me to try to make it the best it can be."
-Jay Cox
Computer model images courtesy of Professor Michael 5. Cosgrove
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Tula Goenka

REEL ACTIVIST

WHEN SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE WON THE ACADEMY
Award for "best picture" this year, the ensuing media blitz
brought word of "Bollywood," India's booming commercial
film industry, to many Americans . But the British-produced hit
shouldn't be mistaken for the real article, cautions televisionradio-film (TRF) professor Tula Goenka G'86. "Bollywood
is the Hindi-language, commercial, popular Indian cinema
produced in Mumbai, or Bombay, as I still prefer to call it,"
says Goenka, who teaches Bollywood & Beyond, a course
she created for the Newhouse curriculum. "Siumdog is a
British-made film about modern India with some Bollywood
components of melodrama, fantasy, and a happy ending. But
that's about it." Goenka asked her students to write a critical
comparison of the film and Salaam Bombay!, a Hindi-language
feature about Mumbai's street children that was nominated
for a "best foreign picture" Oscar in 1988. "It's interesting
that nothing much has changed for people in the slums in 20
years," says Goenka, who co-edited Salaam Bombay! "The
world around them has changed completely."
Born in Calcutta, Goenka studied at the universities of
Madras and Mumbai before coming to Syracuse to pursue a
master's degree at the Newhouse School. After graduation,
she relocated to New York City and spent a dozen years working on U.S., Indian, U.K., and Canadian productions. Her editing credits include Spike Lee's Do The Right Thing (1989) and
Mira Nair's Mississippi Masa/a (1991). In 1996, she got a call
from TRF professor Richard Breyer, asking if she was interested in part-time teaching. "I flew up to Syracuse each week
to teach a course," she says . "I did that for three semesters,
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and I really fell in love with teaching." Since becoming a fulltime faculty member, Goenka has brought the advantages of
her international film connections to Syracuse students. The
Bollywood & Beyond course, for example, includes a weekly
encounter-live from Mumbai via Skype video-with an Indian filmmaker or studio executive. For students wanting to go
the extra mile (actually, about 8,000), Goenka leads a group
of a dozen or so each summer to "A Bollywood Experience:
Internships in Mumbai," a month-long program conducted
through SU Abroad . "It's a unique opportunity for Syracuse
students," Goenka says . "They get to experience one of the
world's oldest enduring film industries and, in terms of personal development, they experience India!"
A self-described "social person," Goenka is a stranger to
the concept of spare time. She is nearing publication of a book
based on interviews she conducted with 24 Indian filmmakers, and she continues to make films. Her 2002 collaboration
with Jim Virga G'Ol, Dancing on Mother Earth, is a documentary concerning Grammy-nominated singer/songwriter Joanne
Shenandoah of the Oneida Nation . Goenka has served as director of SU's annual South Asian Human Rights Film Festival
for seven years and is a board member of Breakthrough, an
international organization that uses popular culture and media to create change by promoting human rights awareness
(www.breakthrough.tv). In February, she was honored as the
recipient of a Chancellor's Citation for "engaging the world"
through film and television. "If there's anything that defines
me, it's using the media for social change," Goenka says.
-David Marc
Photo by Susan Kahn
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Cory Wallack

MINDFUL CONNECTIONS
DURING HIS SECOND YEAR OF GRADUATE TRAINING
as a therapist at the University of Florida, Cory Wallack
experienced a career-defining moment. He was working at
a crisis center when he was called to speak with the parents
of a 22-year-old killed in an auto accident. The young man's
body was so badly injured that the medical examiner asked
Wallack to convince the parents to identify their son by
looking only at a photo taken from the neck up. Not much
older than the victim himself, Wallack recalls wondering on
his way to the morgue what he could say that would help in
the face of such great loss. "The guiding philosophy at the
crisis center was 'Do what you have to do,"' says Wallack,
who was appointed director of SU's Counseling Center last
March after having been on staff there since 2003. "So I just
spent time listening to the father and mother share stories
about their son's life, and soon realized there was no way
they were walking out without seeing him. And when the
father asked me to go in with him to see his son, my answer
was immediate: 'Of course I will."' What Wallack learned
that night was that it didn't matter what he said . It only mattered that he was there for them, simply being present and
listening. "This is why I find crisis work so meaningful," he
says. "In the darkest moment of one person's life, you join
him, so he is not alone."
A licensed psychologist, Wallack has distinguished himself nationally as a creative thinker in the field of mental
health, particularly in the areas of crisis intervention and suicide prevention. He is the creator of the University's awardwinning Campus Connect Suicide Prevention Gatekeeper
Training program, recognized as a best practice in the field
by the Suicide Prevention Resource Center and American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention. "Our approach is based
on a philosophy of connection," says Wallack, who oversees
mental health services for the University's student community. "For students to experience the full picture of health
and wellness, they need to be emotionally connected to
themselves. They need life-management skills and ways to
tolerate stress. On the broader level, they need a connection
with the greater community."
When working one-on-one with students, Wallack uses
an approach that emphasizes self-acceptance. "We are
afraid of certain things in life, and many of those things tend
to be some form of rejection or abandonment," he says. "So
we strive to be perfect, with the belief that if we are perfect,
everyone will appreciate, respect, and love us. To do that,
we may sacrifice part of ourselves, getting caught up in the
bigger, faster, stronger concept. So I try to help clients slow
down and reassess their goals: Where are they trying to get?
What do they want from life? And as cliche as it sounds,
who are they?" He believes the goal of health and wellness
goes beyond preventing suicide and responding to crises. It
is to promote life satisfaction. "There will always be crises,
Photo by Susan Kahn
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and there will always be loss," he says . "The important thing
is to help people manage that, so they continue living a life
of balance. We have to shoot for something higher than just
not being unhappy."
As director, Wallack hopes to enhance the Counseling
Center as much as possible, while keeping it a personcentered, humanistic, and comfortable place. "I love what
this center represents and what we do," he says. "This staff
works so hard and gives so much of themselves to the students they work with . To be emotionally present and give a
piece of your heart to student after student, day after day,
is really intense work. But the people who do this love what
they do, and they will always have more of themselves to
give. I believe we can make this a campus that really understands and engages in health and wellness."

-AmySpeach
Summer 2009
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Raed M. Sharif

INFORMATION CHAMPION

AS A 7-YEAR-OLD PALESTINIAN REFUGEE, RAED M . SHARIF
promised his mother to one day earn a doctoral degree. Although
years passed before that goal became personally meaningful,
he recognized how important it was to her and devoted himself
to honoring her wish. "I didn't even understand what a Ph.D.
was," recalls Sharif, a doctoral candidate in information science and technology at the School of Information Studies, "but
I knew deep down that she meant it. It was, and still is, a main
goal of my life to fulfill this dream for my late mother." Sharif
was further motivated in his academic pursuits and career path
by his experiences growing up in Jabalya refugee camp in the
Gaza Strip. The poverty and suffering he witnessed while living among 140,000 people in an area of less than four square
miles, and the lack of access to such basic resources as health
and education services, inspired him to pursue higher education
and discover ways to improve people's lives. "Community and
sustainable development, access, sharing, and equality were
always on my mind," he says. "I wanted to study and work in
fields that equip me with the required knowledge and skills to
help marginalized people in my country and around the world ."
Now a leader in the international movement for open access
to information and knowledge, Sharif focuses his research on
access to and reuse of public sector information and its impact
on scientific and socioeconomic development. "Simply put, I am
just a member of an interesting group of 'champions' scattered
around the world who believe in and promote fair and equal
20
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access to knowledge and information,"
he says . As part of that group, Sharif
collaborates on initiatives in underdeveloped regions of South America,
Southeast Asia, Africa, and elsewhere,
working to overcome institutional,
legal, technical, socioeconomic, and
policy-related obstacles to information
access. He is currently in South Africa,
collecting data for his dissertation
and serving as a visiting researcher at
the University of Johannesburg and a
research fellow at the Development
Bank of Southern Africa.
Sharif, a Ford Foundation International Fellow (2004-07),
counts his work as an educator at the iSchool and his relationship with his students among his proudest achievements,
and was recognized this spring as recipient of the University's
Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award for 2009. "One of the
things I love about SU is that we have such smart, wonderful
students," he says. Another source of satisfaction is his work
in facilitating discussions among young "sci-tech" scholars and
professionals concerning data and information access, management and preservation, and in promoting their involvement in
science and technology policy-making processes. Sharif has
gained international attention as chair of the Young Scientists
Forum, part of a United Nations Global Alliance community of
expertise focused on enhancing access to data in the developing world for the purpose of improving public health and eradicating poverty.
Upon completion of his doctoral degree, he intends to continue pursuing his passions for research, teaching, and community
and international advocacy. "My hope is that one day we will be
able to make as much knowledge and information as possible
easily and freely available to the people who need it in a timely
manner, no matter who or where they are," he says. "I hope the
power of knowledge and information to improve lives will be fully
appreciated, and that more and more people, organizations, and
governments will work together to achieve these goals."

-AmySpeach
Photo courtesy of Raed M. Sharif
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Laura Borgwardt

ALL THE WORLD'S HER STAGE

THESE DAYS, LAURA BORGWARDT'S LIFE
revolves around her love of acting. But her first
experience with being on stage wasn't a happy
one. During summer drama camp at age 9, she
was cast to her great dismay as a green bean
and a chicken, rather than in the coveted role
of the ostrich . " I cried!" recalls Borgwardt, a
College of Visual and Performing Arts senior
from Madison, Wisconsin . "I was so upset, I
wanted to quit drama forever. But I ended up
doing it and loving it, and I'm glad I did."
That decision turned out to be a fortunate
one for audiences who have had the pleasure
of seeing Borgwardt perform, and for the many
community members with whom she shares
her acting talents. For example, as an honors student, Borgwardt took a Puppetry and
Community class, working with fifth-graders at
a Syracuse elementary school to stage a puppet
show as part of the SU Showcase activities. She
is also involved in the Young Actors' Workshop,
a Syracuse community group for young people
with special needs led by SU students. "We
do acting exercises each week and put on a
show each semester," says Borgwardt, a recipient of the Frederic N. Schwartz Scholarship.
"This group means so much to me and is definitely one of the things I will miss most about
Syracuse after I graduate."
Borgwardt was attracted to Syracuse by
the quality of the drama faculty, the department's supportive atmosphere, and the variety of workshops, guest lecturers, and study
programs in theater capitals available to SU
drama students. She spent the fall of her
junior year in London, acting and studying at
Shakespeare's Globe theater, and performed in
The Bird and the Two-Ton Weight in both London
and Lockerbie to mark the 20th anniversary
of the Pan Am 103 disaster. "There is such a
Photos by John Dowling
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of the most neglected children of Rabat," she
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Bristol-Myers Co. and a 1931
money for her travel expenses and to make a
graduate
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Schwartz
a one-woman performance, both in Syracuse
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ties
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and in her hometown, of The Search for Signs
throughout
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He
of Intelligent Life in the Universe, a play by Jane
to
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regularly
Wagner that was performed on Broadway by
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and
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Tony Award winner Lily Tomlin.
library,
and
also
served
on
This fall , Borgwardt will intern at a theater
the board of governors of the
in Chicago, and in the spring will participate in
Syracuse University Research
the New York City Tepper Semester, a rigorous
Institute. In addition to his
training and immersion program for advanced
bachelor's
degree, he was
drama students. Unsure at this point where
an
honorary Doctor
awarded
the future will find her, she's confident her SU
in 1963.
of
Laws
degree
education has equipped her with the skills and
experience she needs to enter the competitive
world of professional acting. "I 've really liked
being at Syracuse," she says. "It's been hard
work, but also a lot of fun. And I've loved the
experience of growing with these people and
feeling like they are my acting family."

-AmySpeach
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